ROBIN returns
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Chelsey Baker sees the welcome return of SS Robin to the Royal Docks after 120 years

S

S Robin made a triumphant
return to the Royal Docks in
July, within a mile of where
she was first built in 1890.
The world’s last remaining
steam coaster, and a precious symbol
of Britain’s Merchant Navy, arrived
in East London on 13 July after three
years under wraps and following
undergoing extensive restoration work
at a total cost of £1.9 million. The vessel
has secured a temporary mooring in
Newham until spring 2012 when final
funding and fit-out works will have been

completed in order to turn her into a
new cultural landmark for London.
The majestic arrival from the Royal
Albert Dock in a special ceremony
was led by Newham Mayor Sir Robin
Wales, who welcomed the 300-tonne
ship. As she pulled into the Docks,
she sat proudly on a new floating
pontoon, specially built to carry her
and the only ship in the world to be
displayed in this way. The Mayor
commented that “the mooring of this
iconic ship is adding another exciting
dimension to the transformation of

Newham,” recently declared one of
the country’s largest Enterprise Zones.
“London is moving east and there is
huge potential here for investment,
growth and greater prosperity. He
added: “East London is the future of
this great capital and this magnificent
and irreplaceable ship is a symbol of
the Docks’ powerful resurgence.”
Parish Priest Father John Armitage
performed a dignified blessing,
remembering all those who had
served and sailed with her in the past.
Coincidentally Father Armitage, a
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Fitzpatrick and Channel 4 newsreader
Jon Snow are also patrons.
CEO and Co-founder of the SS
Robin Trust, Nishani Kampfner,
said: “The merchant vessel is one
of London’s secret treasures and a
maritime landmark. SS Robin is one
of only three ‘Core Collection’ ships
in the capital alongside Cutty Sark
and HMS Belfast, and the only one
of these famous ships to have been
built in London. The Trust currently
has volunteering opportunities
for individuals with passion and
enthusiasm for fundraising with
a programme that isn’t just about
maintaining the ship but also includes
opportunities to get involved with
education and events.”
Nishani explains that the project
hasn’t always been plain sailing,
quite literally, and one of the biggest
challenges they had to overcome was
the circumstance in which the ship had
to leave Canary Wharf in 2007, when
the Trust had to close its doors due to
the Isle of Dogs Station development.
“We had little time to cost out and
plan a restoration option properly and
the ship hadn’t been out of the water
for 20 years so we had no idea what
condition the hull was going to be in.
Having to agree the budget we were
going to work to, before we knew
what we would have to deal with
structurally, was a huge risk but forced
us to be creative.”
In the face of adversity they had to
come up with a solution and rose to
the challenge; hence the idea for the
floating display pontoon was born.
Nishani is understandably “very
proud” of the achievement “and the
fact that our pontoon made it as a

world’s first in ship conservation.” This
option has already impressed other
National Historic ships and there is the
view that this could be a case study of
best practice for other historic ships for
the future; previously the only option
was to showcase them on land and lose
the connection with the water.
With more than 45 sponsors and
supporters, the project has attracted
tremendous support and corporate
generosity. Nishani believes that part
of the interest is due to the fact that
“Robin is a London-built ship which
represents a side of London that we’re
all trying to reconnect with; to be more
entrepreneurial and enterprising which
is exactly what Robin symbolises.” The
Trust is currently going through the
Heritage Lottery Fund process, with a
decision expect towards the end of the
year; this would allow the final stage
of works to be carried out and for SS
Robin to reopen to the public.
Part ship and part floating dock,
SS Robin will provide space for a
museum, interactive displays and
dedicated leaning spaces as well as
public areas such as a café and an
evening venue. The future mooring of
SS Robin is currently under discussion
with various locations (including Royal
Victoria Docks, St Katherine Docks
and Greenwich) in the running to be
her new London berth.
With a life spanning three centuries,
SS Robin represents an incredible story
of risk, enterprise and endurance, and
now this magnificent vessel will be
an irreplaceable, iconic reminder of
London’s shipping heritage. n
www.kampfner.com
www.ssrobin.org
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former naval Chaplin, also worked on
her restoration in the 1990s in West
India Quay and expressed his delight
in witnessing her return. Also present
were SS Robin chairman Robin Knowles
QC KCMG, shipping minister Rt Hon
Mike Penning MP and Captain Norman
Knowles, the last skipper to give orders
on board as he and his crew navigated
the vessel back from Spain in the 70s.
The vessel itself, a traditional raised
quarterdeck coastal cargo steamer, was
launched in 1890 from the celebrated
Thames Ironworks in East London.
She is the oldest remaining complete
example of a cargo steamer and her
cargo hold was used to carry grain,
coal, scrap steel, pit pops, railway steel,
herring barrels, china clay and granite.
In 1890 she was sold to Andrew
Forrester Blackwater of Glasgow and
the vessel remained there until 1900
when she was sold to Spanish owners;
for the next 75 years she had three
different Spanish owners and was
renamed the Maria.
In the First World War she carried
iron slabs for the French government
from the foundry at Santiago to
Bayonne and Bordeaux, escorted by
two destroyers. It is also rumored
that she was used for gun running in
France. During her 80 year working
life, the vessel visited 140 ports around
the UK and Europe and, in the 70s
when the Maritime Trust set about
trying to build a collection of the
British historical fleet, it was discovered
that the Maria was about to be broken
up and rescued her. She was initially
restored and placed in the Maritime
Collection in St. Katherine Docks
by the Tower of London, but lack of
funding and years of neglect took their
toll. In 1991, she was moved to West
India Docks and in 2002 she was given
a new lease of life when her ownership
was transferred to the SS Robin Trust.
In 2002 David and Nishani
Kampfner of Kampfner Development
Consultancy, which specializes in the
conservation of historical ships and
bringing industrial maritime heritage
back to life, bought the vessel for £1
and so began the SS Robin Trust. They
wanted to restore the vessel to its
former glory and this ten year project
received £1.9 million in funding from
Crossrail. The trust is a registered
charity with HRH Prince Philip as
an honorary member; the MP Jim
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